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Webmasters... Stop Spending Your Time Searching For Music For Your Video Productions! Grab (41)

BRAND NEW ROYALTY FREE tracks With Private Label Rights today for less than the cost of a night on

the town! If you need royalty-free music tracks for your video products but don't know where to get them...

or ....spend too much money having to buy new music ... you owe it to yourself to read the rest of this

letter! You don't have much time to act because this product will only be available for a limited time and

will end very soon! Dear Webmaster, You probably don't need me to tell you how much the multi-media

industry has explosively grown over the last couple of years... and there's no sign of stopping in sight.

Hundreds if not thousands of new web sites are born each and every single day .. searching for their

piece of the e-commerce pie. In this day and age, You need something to stand out from the crowd.

Something that will help you to attract a list of new, loyal and hungry buyers. Audio Streaming, Video

Streaming, Podcasts, RSS Feeds, Blogging .. all of these concepts have taken off in the past few years

and are the new "norm" online today. But there's one feature that is almost always present in each of

these concepts and that's AUDIO. In fact, audio is now used on the regular both in product creation and

in product promotion. Webmasters use audio to not only add exciting background music to their products

but they also use audio to create stunning video productions for their sales pages. We already know that

text alone is going by the wayside after all 51 of Google searchers last year searched for the term VIDEO.

What's a video without AUDIO? A video production without audio is like a supermodel without make up. It

just doesn't make sense and not to mention very boring. Webmasters use Audio to fill up their productions

..to make them more exciting.. and to catch their visitors attention. So here's the problem you've probably

run in to... Finding the time to locate new audios to use, purchasing them for your own use, and dealing
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with their licenses and copyrights. Who has the time for that? After operating a successful online business

for going on 10 years now.. I have to tell ya... I don't have time for that! That's why I set off to create this

brand new PLR Audio package! The Hotlist Webmaster WebTrakx PLR Audio Pack .. Brand New ,

Custom, and Limited to 400 Buyers! The Webmaster WebTrakx pack was created for webmasters who

realize that making audio music themselves is a difficult and almost impossible task without the proper

skills and costly software. This package was also designed for webmasters who don't have the time

necessary to search for new and exciting audio loops and backgrounds for their video productions. With

the Webmaster WebTrakx pack, everything is taken care of for you - and you don't have to worry about

violating copyrights, licenses, or having to buy single mp3 files online. We give you complete and

unrestricted private label rights with your purchase. That means you can do what you want with them.

What I'm offering you today is a PLR package that will provide you with .... Brand new package of PLR

audio loops, stingers, effects, and backgrounds for your video and product creations. Custom created and

designed by our in-house music producer. Completely royalty free. You can do with them as you wish and

you owe us nothing! Bonus PLR audio products like.. Specifically... you'll get all of this with the WebTrakx

PLR Package: (5) 2 to 3 minute full audio files for your background music needs. (32) 20-30 second

tracks (4) Stingers and other effects PLUS Bonus PLR Audio and video products that's sure to put you

well on your way to profiting more online! That's a total of (41) completely original and royalty free tracks

plus exclusive bonuses found nowhere else! Private Label Rights to each individual track. Both .wav and

.mp3 formats Some things that you can do using our PLR audio product... Offer your own PLR audio

content membership site. Give them out to your subscribers via your blog. Use them on your RSS feeds.

Make and distribute new podcasts. Make and distribute new products. Make stunning video-mercials for

your sales pages. and so much more! Take a listen to some sample tracks that you'll get in this exclusive

package.. ClubAlien6 (20-30 sec.) funktribe5 (20-30 sec.) TravelingGuitar (2-3 min.) But wait.. I'm not

finished just yet .. . I'm going to throw in the following bonuses for you Instead of thinking cost, you should

consider investment. Imagine how much having your own PLR audios made by our in-house producer

could mean to your bottom line.. what it could do for your sales? Imagine branding your name, being

successful on the Internet, and gaining respect! This package is valued at $1000.00 with bonuses. But,

I'm not going to charge you $1000 or $300 or even $67, seemingly the going rate for this type of package

(which doesn't even give you a quarter of the features and value that I've assembled for you)! During this



special release, you can get your PLR Audio Pack... for only $5 - a one time fee! But you can't diddle

daddle because we can only allow a total of 400 sales in order to protect the integrity of this PLR

package! what you're going to get ... (5) 2 to 3 minute full audio files for your background music needs.

(32) 20-30 second tracks (4) Stingers and other effects PLUS Bonus PLR Audio and video products that's

sure to put you well on your way to profiting more online! That's a total of (41) completely original and

royalty free tracks plus exclusive bonuses found nowhere else! Private Label Rights to each individual

track. Both .wav and .mp3 formats To get all of this, the only thing you must do is get in right now....This

is a hot new PLR Audio package and the limited amount of spots ALWAYS fill up fast -In order to

maintain the integrity of the PLR license, WE CAN ONLY ALLOW 400 TOTAL BUYERS -- PERIOD!

HURRY AND GET YOUR PRIVATE ACCESS WHILE YOU STILL CAN! Don't hate yourself for missing

this opportunity! Sincerely, WebTrakx Admin. P.S. Hurry! Until we hit our sales quota, you can save on

this PLR Audio package with our quality guarantee! You just can't lose - unless you ignore this

opportunity. P.P.S. If you always DO what you've always DONE, you'll always succeed in getting exactly

what you've always GOT! - This product is discontinued once we reach 400 Sales - Sorry No Exceptions!

Earnings Disclaimer: Every effort has been made to accurately represent our product and it's potential.

Any claims made of actual earnings or examples of actual results can be verified upon request. The

testimonials and examples used are exceptional results, dont apply to the average purchaser and are not

intended to represent or guarantee that anyone will achieve the same or similar results. Each individuals

success depends on his or her background, dedication, desire and motivation. As with any business

endeavor, there is an inherent risk of loss of capital and there is no guarantee that you will earn any

money.
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